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Dear colleague CIO,
On behalf of the Board of the European CIO Association, I am
delighted to invite you to the 16th edition of EuroCIO Annual
Conference, on November 30th and December 1st in Paris.

Freddy
Van den Wyngaert,
Chairman of the
Board,
European CIO
Association
Vice President, CIO,
Agfa-Gevaert

The two-day meeting is the yearly flagship event of the European
CIO Association. The EuroCIO provides a peer-level, year-round
platform for communication and exchange between European CIO’s
as well as close interaction with institutions such as the European
Commission, regulatory bodies and the wider ICT community.
A key feature of the EuroCIO event set up is that the agenda is
always designed by CIOs for CIOs, and this year’s edition will
be no exception. The event programme has been put together by
the Board of Directors of the association, made up of CIOs from
leading European organizations.
In addition to the workshops, the plenary sessions will feature
toplevel speakers and testimonials such as Aloys Kregting, CIO
AkzoNobel, Carlo Bozzoli, CIO Enel, Kevin Slavin, Professor
MIT, Philippe Dewost, EVP Digital Economy Caisse des Dépôts
et Consignations.They will share with you their experiences, views
and insights on digital transformation, new enablers or disruptors
and other hot topics that you have the opportunity to explore
with peers from Europe.
I am convinced this years’ conference will meet any CIO’s
expectations in terms of topics, inspiration and networking. I hope
you will join us.
Last but not least I would like to take this opportunity to thank
our sponsors and the FINAKI team who are making this event
each year more enlightening, enriched and enjoyable.
I look forward to meeting you in Paris,
Freddy Van den Wyngaert

AGENDA
WED. 30th NOV.

08:15 – 09:45

ASSOCIATION’S GENERAL ASSEMBLY (members only)

09:00 – 10:00

WELCOMING OF PARTICIPANTS

		

Registration, information, handouts, coffee service

10:00 – 10:05

WORD OF WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

		

Chairman of the Board, European CIO Association

		Freddy Van den Wyngaert, CIO Agfa-Gevaert,

10:05 – 10:30
		
		
10:30 – 11:15
		

OPENING ADDRESS

“The strategic road-map of Cigref to 2020”

Bernard Duverneuil, VP Cigref & Group CIO Essilor

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

“How Algorithms shape our world”

		Kevin Slavin, Assistant Professor, MIT Media Labs
11:15 – 11:40

CIO CASE STUDY

11:40 – 12:40

PARALLEL WORKSHOP SESSIONS

		Introduced by Orange Business Services

		

Introduction and Warm-up

12:40 – 14:00

LUNCH

14:00 – 16:30  	

PARALLEL WORKSHOPS SESSIONS (cont’d)

16:30 – 17:10

COFFEE BREAK

17:10 – 17:35

CIO CASE STUDY

17:35 – 18:20

CIO TESTIMONIAL: CARLO BOZZOLI

		Introduced by CSC

		Global CIO, ENEL
20:00 – 20:30

COCKTAIL HOUR

20:30 – 23:00

GALA DINNER

THU. 1st DEC.

07:30 – 08:45

BREAKFAST						

09:00 – 09:45

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

		
		
09:45 – 10:10

“New chain on the block”

Philippe Dewost, EVP, digital Economy, Caisse des Dépôts

CIO CASE STUDY

		Introduced by VCE
10:10 – 10:30

		

EUROPEAN CIO ASSOCIATION’S MAIN PROJECTS
AND PLANS FOR 2017

		Presented by Freddy Van den Wyngaert
10:30 – 11:00

COFFEE BREAK

11:00 – 13:00

WORKSHOP’S SYNTHESIS

13:00 – 14:30

LUNCH

14:30 – 15:15

CIO TESTIMONIAL: ALOYS KREGTING

		Group CIO, Akzonobel
15:15 – 16:00

KEYNOTE ADDRESS : “TOWARDS SW-DEFINED LABOUR,

		CAPITAL AND TRUST”

		Carlo-Alberto Carnevalle Maffé, Bocconi School of management (t.b.c)
16:00 – 16:15

CONCLUSION AND CLOSE OF CONFERENCE

		

Chairman of the Board, European CIO Association

		Freddy Van den Wyngaert, CIO Agfa-Gevaert,

WORKSHOPS
With several paradigms reaching maturity levels that quality them for business
applications (IoT, Big Data, IA, Block chain…), businesses and IT organisations
are being engulfed by a torrent of digital opportunities. Not only do they have
to respond to expectations and trends in a timely fashion or risk losing grip on
their historical markets, but they also have to cope with paradigm shifts that may
threaten the business, and the credibility of the IT organisation. We invite you
to prepare and plan for this next challenge (yet another one !) by exchanging
with peers on new ways of managing IT: driving innovation with startups,
collaborating with Chief Digital Officers, designing new IT organisations and
applying the right speed IT business wait for and last but not least, coping with
multiple new security threats.

W1

« DRIVING INNOVATION WITH START-UPS »

Innovation is not always driven by digitalization, but new ways of living and working in a digital world globally are! Opportunities,
mostly disrupted ones, should be tackled proactively, not post-disruption and it’s a real challenge for Multinational Corporations:
internal inertia, inherited hierarchical culture, heaviness of administrative or bureaucratic processes can all slow organisations
down. Are Start-ups the solution? If so, how can we take advantage from working with them?
Identifying innovative solutions and initiatives: what criteria should be used and who should participate?
Optimal way of collaboration: internal start-up, incubator, acquisition, partnership, customer-supplier relationships…
Is there an ideal start-up profile?
What are the risks having MNCs and Start-ups working together? How can we mitigate the risks?
How to best set a technological strategy: relying on strong business partnerships or by being agnostic and opportunistic?
How do we integrate these new and usually cloud-based platforms with the well-structured legacy information systems?

W2

« CIO VS CDO: IS THE IT ORGANISATION BUSINESS-SOLUBLE? »

From in-house and on-premise solutions to cloud-based and related shadow IT, is the IT organisation already being disrupted and
“uberised”? Who are these Chief Digital Officers? What are their roles and responsibilities? How CIOs and CDOs should collaborate to help their organisations tackle digital stakes?
IT organisations are well used to frequent and quick transformations, or even new paradigms arising over the last 50 years. It
has always adapted, maturing from craftsmanship to industrialization and always business led. But today, IT is at the center of
new business models, not only a tool to be more efficient anymore but now a key enabler for business strategy! What is, could or
should be the role of the IT organisation today?
What does the company need to succeed on this digital journey? Who are the stakeholders?
How do we become a service broker (“lean IT”)? Who are the (new) clients?
Shifting from business alignment to business game-changer?
The end of the IT organisation’s monopoly position: who are the new players and how do we share responsibilities for the “digitalized” information system?
This new CIO role is lacking standards today: is this a risk or an opportunity?

W3

« IT ENABLER FOR NEW BUSINESS MODELS »

Nowadays, IT is a major carrier of technical knowledge. The implementation of new products and services is only possible
with a solid and up-to-date technical background. Companies that are not constantly renewing and reinventing themselves are
considered business dinosaurs. An IT department that identifies itself as a business driver will proactively influence company
development and thus contribute to the company’s success.
• Which suitable corporate structures are necessary?
• Is a “speedboat” approach necessary for enabling new business models?
• What influence is “operational excellence” having?
• What is the innovation process of digitization?
• Which business model patterns best fit with a particular company?
• New Business models or new Business opportunities?
• How can IT be integrated into the product?
• How can data become a product in itself?

W4

« RIGHT SPEED IT : BIMODAL, AGILE, DEVOPS »

To comply with new kinds of business requirement (speed, interoperability, volume, unstructured and opened data etc.),
The IT organisation has to adapt to new digital ecosystems and is struggling with past organisational routines and models.
From the waterfall lifecycle to an iterative approach, from full validated specifications to fail fast, from kickoff meeting to
pizza team, from steering committee to stand-up and test & learn, there are many choices. We have to be agile to deliver
services on the fly of course but must consider:
What is behind the Bimodal approach? Team cooperation, cost control, integration with the legacy systems…
Doing well or doing quickly: is there a third way?
What are the prerequisites to succeed in a Devops program? Technical ones, organisational ones, cultural ones…
Is it mandatory to reduce the technical debt in the hope of becoming agile?
Can we really manage two (or more) different approaches that can be in competition, even with separated resources?

W5

« FROM AWARENESS TO VALUE ON CYBERSECURITY »

A good security strategy, translated into the needed concepts and toolkit is a must. And it has to link neatly with both the business
strategy and IT enterprise architecture. The implementation of the security platform requires the endorsement of all management layers and the involvement of all personnel.
Good and timely communication of policies and awareness is essential. Hence where do we stand on Cybersecurity in the business? Too little, too late or just in time? We talk about the risks, but do we value the opportunities? We are clearly not at the
end of the journey, so what can we do next…
The economics of security: what is included in the costs? Once structured, can we benchmark it?
Security at the business unit and at corporate level: is the context the same? If differences do appear, how are they managed
and communicated?
Budget for Cybersecurity: yearly or multi-annual? What do you spend it on?
Synchronise cybersecurity initiatives with the “digital business transformation” : is this possible or utopia? What should the plan
to cover for?

W6

« SOCIAL IMPACT OF EXPONENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES »

As many companies increasingly focus on how business can adapt and benefit from innovation, it is important to recognize the
enhanced role companies should play in the responsible use of disruptive technologies:
How to design and architect new models with positive social impact?
Should we prefer philanthropic good purposes or more commercial ones?
Can these social impacts be used to increase client fidelity? Will we attract and retain more effectively the talent and skills that
we need?
One step beyond privacy, regulatory and compliance, what about ethics and morality of applying exponential technologies to
increase knowledge about client behavior?
What are the safety and quality level agreements clients and prospects are waiting for? What are the risks as we get close to
this new frontier?

KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS
CARLO BOZZOLI
GROUP CIO, ENEL
Carlo Bozzoli was appointed Enel’s Head of Global Information and Communications
Technology in July 2014. Mr. Bozzoli began his professional career when he joined Enel
in 1984, starting at the Turbigo thermal power plant before moving on to the business’
Rome headquarters in 1999, where he worked principally in business process reengineering. Between 2000 and 2009 he took up a number of positions in the ICT Division, heading up the introduction of SAP technology at Enel, the smart metering project, IT Planning and the Strategy, Performance
& Quality Management Function, before becoming Head of ICT Demand and Delivery for the Infrastructure &
Networks and Generation & Energy Management Divisions. Before taking up his current role he was Head of
Network Commercial Services for the Infrastructure & Networks Division in Italy, where he was responsible for
metering, energy balance, energy traders management, grid connection, billing and credit management, service
quality and customer care. Carlo Bozzoli, was born in Modena in 1962 and he is married with one son. He graduated with a degree in Economic Sciences.

PHILIPPE DEWOST
EVP, CAISSE DES DÉPÔTS
Philippe Dewost has a dual corporate & startup executive track in high tech and telecom.
He joined Caisse des Dépôts in 2011, as EVP, to drive a 4.25 Bn€ public funding effort in
France’s Digital Economy, as part of the «Investments for the Future» program launched
by the Government in 2010. As Wanadoo co-founder, he helped build Europe’s #1 ISP,
held senior marketing and business positions in european startups, relaunched Orange France Telecom’s home
devices business successfully, and became CEO of Imsense, a Cambridge (UK) imaging startup that was acquired by Apple in 2010. Philippe also drove a “Digital Districts” Mission for the French Prime Minister in the first
half of 2013 and is the GrandFather of La French Tech – http://en.lafrenchtech.com/ Philippe graduated from
ENS Ulm in Physics, holds a Master in Telecommunications and received his MBA from Collège des Ingénieurs.

BERNARD DUVERNEUIL
GROUP CIO, ESSILOR
Bernard Duverneuil joined Essilor in February 2009 as Group CIO, and in this capacity
member of the Executive Committee. He is responsible of Information Technology activities across the group, which cover the definition and implementation of the IT strategy,
as well as the coordination of operational IT projects and activities. Essilor is the world
leader for corrective lenses, present in more than 100 countries, and reported consolidated revenue of of more
than €6.7 billion in 2015. Bernard Duverneuil is vice-president of Cigref, and CIO of the year in France in 2013.
Graduated from ”Ecole Polytechnique” and Telecom Paristech, Bernard Duverneuil has developed an expertise
of 25 years in information systems. The first years of his career took place in services companies (GSI) and in
management and strategy consulting firms (Coopers & Lybrand and AT Kearney). He then joined the Lagardere
group where he spent 8 years as Group CIO with additional responsibility from 2006 to 2008 for the animation
of Innovation Center, transverse process to boost the development of innovative media offerings related to digital
technologies.

ALOYS KREGTING
CIO, AKZONOBEL
He was appointed at AkzoNobel on February 15th, 2016. Before joining AkzoNobel he
was CIO of Royal DSM from 2008 and Royal Numico from 2004. Prior to Numico Aloys
has been in several roles within Unilever in IT (amongst other in the Nordics), Merger-activities and Logistics. He also worked for KPN from 1992 to 1999 in diverse roles and
functions. Aloys is a Dutch national and graduated at the Technical University Delft (Electrical Engineering), Nyenrode University (Business Economics, Executive MBA) and Rochester University, NY (Executive MBA program,
cum laude). He also enjoyed leadership programs at Wharton University, Pennsylvania. Aloys received the CIO
of the Year Award in 2007 and 2011, ICT executive of the year 2008 and is member of CIO Platform Nederland,
member of the Research Board and since March 2016 Board Member of the European CIO Association. He is
also member of the Supervisory Board of Ordina.

KEVIN SLAVIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT MIT MEDIA LAB SOLVAY
As an entrepreneur, Kevin Slavin has successfully integrated digital media, game development, technology, and design. He is a pioneer in rethinking game design and development around new technologies (like GPS) and new platforms (like Facebook). As an
entrepreneur, Kevin Slavin has successfully integrated digital media, game development,
technology, and design. He is a pioneer in rethinking game design and development around new technologies
(like GPS) and new platforms (like Facebook). In 2005 he co-founded Area/Code (acquired by Zynga in 2011),
where he developed large-scale, real-world games using mobile, pervasive, and location-aware technologies.
This included work for major companies, including Nokia, Nike, and Puma, and also for media giants, including
MTV, A&E, the Discovery Channel, CBSl, and Disney. He co-founded AFK Labs in 2008, designing next-generation
responsive environments, including one for what was then the largest and densest sensor mesh on the planet.
Slavin has taught at NYU’s ITP, the Cooper Union, and Fabrica, and has worked as a creative director and strategic planner in advertising agencies, including DDB and TBWA\Chiat\Day. He is currently working on producing a
TV show for network broadcast. As an artist, his public, city-scale work has been exhibited in Frankfurt’s Museum
fuer Moderne Kunst and the Design Museum of London. He has been written about in The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek, Wired, and Fast Company. He received his BFA from the Cooper Union.

FREDDY VAN DEN WYNGAERT
CIO AGFA-GEVAERT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
EUROPEAN CIO ASSOCIATION
Freddy Van den Wyngaert is Vice President, Chief Information Officer with responsibility
for Global Shared Services at Agfa ICS. Before joining Agfa in 2000, Freddy spent 22
years in various managerial positions in business (Knowledge Management, Process re-engineering, Business
Analyst) and IT (Infrastructure, Applications) at ExxonMobil Chemical in Belgium, France, Europe headquarters
and U.S.A headquarters. He is currently the president of the board of the European CIO Association. Freddy is
also board member of ADM, the business-IT network in Belgium and member of the CIO Forum Belgian Business.

ORGANISED BY FINAKI
FOR THE EUROPEAN CIO ASSOCIATION
The concept emerged from discussions at the founding event in 2001,
where CIOs in attendance expressed the desire to have a stress-free noncompetitive environment – created by CIOs for CIOs – which would
allow them to maintain close links all year round.The vision which emerged
was one of a user-side pan-European CIO Network which would provide a
much needed platform for exchanges not only between members but also
between members and their business partners.
THE TWO FOUNDING ORGANIZATIONS

• CIGREF (Club Informatique des Grandes Entreprises
Françaises), a French CIO association representing over
150 major French companies from all industry sectors,
whose aim is to promote the use of information systems as a
means of generating value (www.cigref.fr).
• FINAKI, the technology events specialist, pioneer and
leader in France, Germany and Italy for the past 25 years.
(www.finaki.com).

have transferred in 2012 the structure to the European CIO Association, a not for profit,
international association incorporated under Belgian law. The association brings together
individual members and national CIO bodies:

NATIONAL CIO BODIES
AICA (Italy)
BCS ELITE (UK)

TUBIYAD (Turkey)
VISZ (Hungary)

CIGREF (France)

CIO Platform (The Netherlands)

CIO Club (Bulgaria)

VOICE e.V. (Germany)

CIOforum Belgian Business (Belgium)

Hellenic CIO Forum (Greece)

The aim of the European CIO Association is to provide CIOs of Europe’s largest companies
with the means of sharing their experience and to allow them to raise awareness of key IT issues.
It also provides a mouthpiece for users vis-à-vis suppliers, institutions and regulatory authorities,
thus enabling them to voice the collective position of European CIOs.

The association encompasses the differences that define European CIOs.
The network’s strength lies in its ability to learn from these very differences,
to develop beyond national boundaries and to offer a multi-dimensional approach
to the issues CIOs all face.
The association is governed by a Board of Directors, representing the National
CIO Bodies, as well as the members. The mission of the Board is to define the
Association’s strategy and to make sure the structure and original goals prevail.
An operating team is in charge of managing the Association and its services
on a day-to-day basis, under the oversight of the Association’s Secretary General.
www.eurocio.org

Date Wednesday 30th - Thursday 1st December 2016
Fees €1,650 (including registration, admission, food and accommodation). Complimen-

tary for EuroCIO members. Discount of 40% for members of the National CIO organizations that
are members of the European CIO Association.

Cancellations Should you be unable to attend, you may designate a substitute

delegate, whose presence at EuroCIO will be subject to the approval of the organisers. There will
be no charge for cancellations up to and including Monday 14th November 2016. A 30 per cent
refund will be provided for cancellations received after Monday 14th November 2016.

Venue Mövenpick Hotel Paris Neuilly
58 boulevard Victor Hugo
92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine
Tel : + 33 1 55 63 64 65

Dinner The Gala Dinner will be hosted, as every year, in a world famous place.
Language English
Dress Dinner: Business

Conference: Business Casual

In par tner ship with :

FINAKI/EUROCIO
23 rue Colbert - 78885 St-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France
Tel: +33 1 30 57 56 56 - Fax: +33 1 30 64 40 10
h t t p : //www. euro ci o. or g /

